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ABSTRACT 

In convcntional three phase current hysteresis controllers, the 
current error along the three phasc axes arc indcpendcntly 
controllcd. This will result in random selection of switching 
vectors causing high inverter switching losses. In this paper, a 
space phasor based multi axis current hysteresis controller is 
proposed, in which thc current error along the orthogonal 
axes (jA, jB, jC ) are monitored. The current error boundary 
is a hexagon. The proposed control scheme can be 
implemented using simple look up tables. The advantages of 
thc proposed current hysteresis controlled PWh4 scheme, 
when compared to other multi level currcnt hysteresis 
controllers, is that only the adjacent vectors close to the motor 
back emf space phasor voltage, is only used for the inverter 
switching, for the entire speed rangc (optimum PWM 
switching). In thc present scheme, thc selection of the inverter 
voltage vectors for optimum PWM switching is achieved by, 
without any computation of the machine voltage space 
phasor, for the full speed rangc of the drive system. The 
proposed scheme is self adapting, as far as the motor space 
phasor voltage is concerned, and also maintains the controller 
simplicity and quick response features of a hysteresis current 
controller. The schemc is simulatcd and also experimentally 
verified. 

1. Introduction 

Conventional hysteresis currcnt controllers with independent 
control in each phase has excellent dynamic performances 
[ 11. But thcsc type of controllcrs will go into limit cycle high 
frequency switching, at low back emf voltages. Also, the 
current error may reach twice the value of hysteresis band [2]. 
Predictive current controllers, with optimised PWM switching 
and with reduced switching frequencies, require complicated 
off line computations and complex implementation schemes 
[31 [4]. Other fast acting current controllers with optimum 
PWM requires, the position and magnitude idormation of the 
motor back emf. The back emf computation, such as based on 
the derivative of the high frequency current error, is also quite 
complex to implement [ 5 ] .  Space phasor based current 
controllers are based on current error regulation in orthogonal 
CO- ordinates ( a, p- axes ) [6]. 

Here multi level hysteresis controllers are used along the 
orthogonal axes. The appropriate switching vectors are 
chosen from simple look up tables, to limit the current error 
within the hysteresis boundary [6] [7]. These controllers have 
very good dynamic behaviour as well as good performance in 
the steady state. In such schemes, in order to limit the w e n t  
error, vectors near to the machine voltage ( V m  - back emf 
voltage space phasor ) is not always se l ec t ed , s t ing  in non - optimum P W M  switching pattern [6] [7]. This will increase 
the number of inverter switchings in a cycle, resulting in high 
inverter switching losses. 

In the following section, a multi axis ( jA, jB, jC ) space 
phasor based current hysteresis controller is explained. The 
proposed scheme selects adjacent vectors close to the machine 
voltage space phasor (irrespective of the machine voltage 
amplitude IVm I and position) , in a sector, for P W  current 
hysteresis control. The proposed scheme is self adapting and 
does not require any V a  computation and at the same time I 
simplicity of the controller design using analog circuits and 
look up table P W M  vector selection, is maintained as in the 
case of other hysteresis controllers. 

2. Space Phasor Based Multi Axis Hysteresis 
Current Controller 

In space phasor based current hysteresis controllers, using 
orthogonal axes (a, b), the a - axis is placed along the A- 
phase coil axis and the b - axis is placed perpendicular to the 
A- phase coil axis ( jA ). In the proposed scheme, the current 
error space phasor AI(t) - (Imschine - Id-) is monitored 
along all the three orthogonal axes (jA, jB, jC ), where, jA, 
jB, jC axes are the perpendicular axes for phase- A phase- B 
and phase - C axes, respectively. 
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(where, L = stalor self inductance, yk - invcrtcr oatput 
voltage space phasors and V_m machine voltage space 
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Fig. 1 Current error boundary for tlie niulti 
axis current hysteresis controller 

The resulting hysteresis band is a hexagon, as shown in Fig. 
1. The current error nioniloring along jA, jB, jC, axcs can be 
achieved by, thc current sensors along phase-A , and phase- 
B, and phase- C axes, and using simple analog circuits ( eqn. 
2) 181. 

D ip(t) = 7 ( ig(t) - ic(t) ) = jiA(t) - -a -along A- axis. 

f i  ip(t) = T (  ic(t) - iA(t)) = j i A ( t )  --a - along B- axis. 

6 ip(t) = ( iA(t) - iB(t) = jic(t) --a - along C- axis. ( 2 ). 

In conventional independent hysteresis controllers, with out 
put states +1 or -1 , the curretit error has to reach the 
boundary, and should cotne back along the saine axis, for 
repeated switching of the same state. This means, for the 
same axis, the +1 and -1 states are repeated alternately , one 
after the other. But in multi axis space phasor based current 
hysteresis controller ( proposed in this paper) , the current 
error space phasor is controlled and it can go in any randoni 
direction within the hexagonal boundary (Fig. 1). So, some 
times, it is required that, repeated switching of the same 
controller state, in any three axes ( jA, ji3, jC) may occur, 
without going through the opposite state, in the same axis. To 
facilitate this, two hysteresis controllers with a small 
hysteresis band ( 61 ) is placed along, each of the three axes, 

as shown in Fig.2. The small 61 comparator level is provided, 
to avoid jittering of tlie outputs, due to noise spikes from feed 
back currents. Theoretically, level conipatators are only 
required at both ends of the axis. Now the s1titching table 
formulation, for the three axcs aie shown in Fig. 3. I n  Fig 1 
the current hysteresis boundary is shown, for the proposed 
scheme. There is an overlap from individual axis boundaty, 
due to 61 hysteresis band. This is also taken care of in  

deciding the appropriate inverter switching vectors, in a 
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Fig. 2. Hpstcresis current controllers along 
jA,  jB, jC axcs. 

Fig. 3 Invcrlcr switching table synthesis for 
multi axis current controller 

j A  - A X I S  + ( - j B + j A )  ( - 3 +  1 = - 2 )  
(-jC+jA) 

- 9 + 1 = - 8 )  - \\ , 7 - j B  - A X I S  

( j B - j  A )  J. ( j C - j A )  ( 9 - 1 = 8 )  
( 3 - 1 = 2 )  

- j A  - A X I S  

Fig. 4 Current crror space phasor boundary 
for multiaxis controller. 

sector ( Table- 1.). In choosing the inverter states, fo 
switching in various sectors, it is taken care of that (a ) onlj 
adjacent vectors , close lo the niacliine voltage space phasor 
Vm),  is always choscn for current control, (b) among the 
_I 



1 Y = TA +T, +Tc 

TABLE -1 . Vector switching look up table for tlic multi axis space pliasor based current hysteresis controller. 
-1 - indicatess the sector change and the voltage vectors involvcd. 
2 - zero vector stales ( + + + ) or ( - - - ) [ SJ. 
0 - continue with the previous state, and no new switching action is initiated. 
1,%,3,4,5,6 are the numbers for the voltage vectors V I ,  V2 , V3 , V4 , VS , - - - - - -  

adjacent vectors, the vectors which gives the maximum 
current error change in the opposite direction, is chosen for 
the next switching [SI. Taking all this, the vector states, 
which gives optimum PWM vector sclection, in  a scctor is 
chosen, as shown in Table- 1. In choosing the invcrter vector 
states, the overlapping is also taken care of, by summing the 
outputs (TA + TB + T c )  of individual controllers ( Fig. 3 
and Fig. 4 ) 

Table -1 gives the complete switching table for the proposed 
controller. The Y I input is from the individual controllers 
(Fig. 3), for the appropriate voltage switching vectors. The 

input to Table - 1 determines the sector, and this is 
achieved by three more hysteresis comparators, along the j A, 

jB, jC axes, with a hysteresis band AI , which is slightly 
grcatcr than AI ( Fig. 5) .  'The scctor sclcction is explaincd in 
the following section. 
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Fig. 5 Sector selection schematic 
for multiaxis current controller 

3. Sector Selection for The Muti Axis Current 
Controller 

Thc scctor sclcction controllcr, proposcd hcrc is simple and 
self adapting, and is realised using three hysteresis 
coniparators along lhe jA, jB, j C  axes (Fig. 5) .  Fig. 6 shows 
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Fig. 6 Vollagc spacc phasors from 
a three phase inverter 

the direction of current error ( U )  change with respect to 
time ( dashed lines ) , in sector - 1  , for a E m .  The ' Z 
direction (Fig. 6) is for the zero vector. Now, in sector- 1, the 
tnotor voltage space phasor v m  can only be within the 
triangle ( including the sides AC and BC ) CAB (Fig. 6) , and 
let the maximum amplitude Iv,( can trace the side AB. 
When I'n1 is along CA ( with amplitude equal to CA), the 

direction is along AB, when vector - v 2  is switched. 
Similarly, for the I& along CB , the 4 direction is along 



CB , when v2 is switched. In space phasor based PWM with 
constant switching frequency, the current error always 
starts from the origin, after a sampling period 181. In current 
hysteresis controlled PWM scheme the current error space 
phasor always starts from the hysteresis boundary, when a 
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Fig. 7 e  SECTOR - S 5  

Fig .7  Cur ren t  e r ro r  
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Fig. 7 b  SECTOR - S2  

Fig.  7 d  SECTOR - S 4  
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Fig .  7 f  SECTOR - S6  

( 4  I(t))  direction 
boundaries in all the six sectors 

new voltage vector is switched. Now for the propos . .  

hexagonal hysteresis boundary , all possible current error 
space phasor directions, in sector- 1, when v 2 i s  switched, 
will be parallel to the lines startiiig from the origin, shown in 
the triangle CBD ( including the sides CD and CB ) ( Fig. 
7a). Similarly the triangular boundary for the & direction , 
in sector -1, when 1 and the zero vector (Z) are switched, 

Fig. Sa Fig. Rh 
~~~~~~~~l boundary limit 
for ($(t)) in sector -1 for 

llexagonal boundary h i i t  
for (GI@)) in sector -2 for 

vector switching vector switching 

are also shown in Fig.7a. 
The current error phasor ( &(t) ) direction boundary, in 

all the sectors , for appropriate voltage vector switching, for 
optimum PWM switching, is presented in Fig. 7. In the 
proposed hexagonal hystcrcsis boundary, the current error 
phasor starts from a hysteresis boundaty point, and follows 
parallel to one of the direction lines, shown by the triangular 
direction boundaries in Fig. 7, dcpcnding on the voltage 
vcctor and tlic scctor, till it rcachcs tlic corresponding 
hexagonal boundary. For example, when the voltage vector - 
- v2 is switched , the current error phasor ( AI(t) ) , starts 
from a hcxagonal boundary and follows any one of the 
directions withii, the direction boundary ( Fig.%.) CD and 
CB till it reaches the other side. Now drawing all parallel 
lines to CD and CB, and also to lines within the triangular 
direction boundary CD and CB, the hexagonal boundary 
region along which only, the current error phasor hits the 
hysteresis boundary, in sector- 1, for vector v-2 switching 
will be obtained( Fig. sa.). This region is for any possible 
- V m  in sector- 1, when v2 is switched. Similarly the 
boundary region fory2 in sector- 2 is shown in Fig. 8b. 

- 

Let I& phasor traces a circular trajcctory, with a uniform 
velocity ( synchronous frequency ), in the anti clock wise 
direction. In sector- 1, as V_m moves closer to the vector V_, 
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Fig 9 The oulcr hystcrcsis coinpni atoi (AI') cloxsing 
along tIiej.4, $3, jC axes, showing the coli-csponding 
sector change 

axis (Fig 9 ) , thc cliangc wi th  respect to time, for the 
component of the current error phasor (&(t)). will be 
maxirnum along ' -jB ' axis, wlien v2 is switched (Fig.9. 
and Tab1e.l) For the sninc vcctor position. when thc zero 
vector is s\%itched ( in scctor - I ) ,  tlic maxiniuni current error 
change will be along ' -jA' axis (Table- 1 and fig. 9). When 
y m  is along v2 axis ,the &(t) variation is parallel to the 
hexagonal boundary AG (Fig 8b.), and the rate of change 01 



current error phasor componcnt along 'jC' axis (FIG. Sb) is 
zero ( sector -1 ). Now as v m  moves Lo sector- 2, the currcnt 
error phasor U(t) component along jC axis increascs, for the 
- v2 and zcro vcctor ( 2 ) switching , and it crosscs tlic inncr 
hysteresis limit AI ( along jC axis ) cutting the hcsagonal 
boundary AG (Fig. 8b). According to Table-1, the vector 
switching, for jC axis limit crossing is again the voltage 
vector v-2 ,for sector- 1. So the currcnt error again continucs 
to increases along jC  axis ( now y m  is in sector- 2 and 
switching vector selection is still from sector - 1) and finally 

crosses the outer AI boundary (Fig. 9), changing tlic scctor 
selection from sector- 1 to sector -2 ( Fig3 and Fig.9). The 
invertcr voltage vector variation, during the scctor change is 
markcd by an arrow in Tablc- 1. The outcr hystcrcsis band 

AI crossiiig axis, for each scctor change can bc found out, 
and are shown in Fig.9. Thc corresponding look up table for 
the scctor informalion, is shown in Fig.5. During trmsition of 
- v, to thc ncxt sector, the current error componcnt along 
one of the three axes (jA, jB, jC) crosses the outer hexagonal 
boundary, for evcry scctor change (Fig.9) This transition is 
detected and tlic scclor sclcction is changcd accordingly 
(Fig. 5). 

- 

I 

/ 

The proposcd scheme is simulated , using SIMULINK 
simulation packagc, for an induction motor drivc 19 1. Tlic 
motor paramctcr uscd are shown in appcndix- 1. Tlic 
simulation is carried out for lower spccd opctation, for a 
comparative study with that of thrcc lcvcl hystcrcsis current 
controllers IS] [7]. The voltage wave form obtaincd, for the 
proposcd scheme is shown in Fig. 10 and the corresponding 
invcrfcr vcctor statcs ( 0,1,2,3,4,5,6 ) arc ploffed and is shown 
in Fig. 11. The lower spccd opcration, for tlic proposcd 
scheme shows that only adjacent vectors closc to the motor 
space phasor voltage y m  is always choscn , in a sector 
( unlike in other multi level hysteresis controllers I6J (71). 
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Fig. 10 The motor phase voltagc waveform (multi axis space 
phasor based currcnt hysteresis controller). f = 5Hz. 

. .Os 
Fig. 1 I lnvertcr switching vector scIectioiY(niultiaxis current 
hystcresis controltcr ). 

The cnvclopc of the motor phase voltage tvaveform is that of a 
six step wavcform IS]. The sector change is smooth and only 
onc invcrtcr Icg is switclicd during a scctor change. Unlike 
thc othcr multi lcvcl current liystcrcsis controller schemes (161 
[7]), there is no cross over to adjacent sectors, for switching 
vector sclcction , when the machine voltage is in a particular 
scctor, for thc proposed schcmc. The motor plisse currcnt 
wavcform for the proposed schcme is shown in Fig. 12. The 
present sclicnie is also siniulatcd in the upper frequency 
range, and the motor phasc voltage waveform obtained from 
the proposcd scheme is shown in Fig.13. Both the voltage 
waveforms (Fig 11 and Fig. 13) confirms that only adjacent 
vccfors forming a scctor, closc to the machine voltage space 
pliasor in  that scctor, is only clioscn for current control 
( optimum PWM opcration). Tlic rcsulting hexagonal current 
error boundary obtaincd, for the proposed scheme, is shown 
in Fig. 14. 

-5 . T I M E *  
0.25 6.3 0.35 0.4 0.15 0.5 0.55 

SECON C 
&* 12 M otor phasc-A current waveform (multi i 

hystcrcsis controller ). 
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Fig. 13 Phase-A voltagc waveform (multi axis curreni 
hystercsis controllcr ) f = 33Hz. 
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Fig. 14 Hexagonal current error boundary (multi axis current 
hysteresis controller ). 

4. Experimental Results 

The scheme is experimentally verified on a 5 H p  induction 
motor drive ( no load operation), using current sensors and 
simple look up table hysteresis levels for the inverter 
switching ( Table.l). The phase voltage and current 
waveform for a 16% output frequency are shown in Fig. 15. 
The output phase voltage and current waveform for a 33Hz 
out put frequency are shown in Fig.16. Both the waveforms 
confirm that, the inverter output voltage space phasors, 
forming a sector in which the machine voltage space phasor 
is located, are only always selected for the PWM opefation. 
The sector change is also found to be smooth. For higher 
speed of operation, the proposed scheme is found to change 
slowly to six - step operation. The six step out put wave forms 
obtained from the proposed P W M  strategy are shown in Fig. 
17. The a, p components of the output currents are plotted 
in X - Y mode and the output current space phasor thus 
obtained is shown in Fig. 18. The hexagonal current error 
boundary proposed for the present scheme is clearly visible in 
Fig.18. The frequency spectrum of the phase voltage and 
current ( Fig. 19 and Fig. 20) waveforms do not show any 
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Fig.15 . Phasc voltage and current : X-10 mddiv ( No load ) 
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Fig. 16 . Phase voltage and current : X-5 ms/ div (No load) 

Fig. 17 Phase voltage and current for Six - step operation : 
X- axis 5mddiv. ( 50 Hz output frequency, No load ). 

high amplitude harmonic peaks, as in the case of other 



sectors uniformly, depending on the machine back emf space 
phasor and the hysteresis bands). 
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Fig 19: Phase voltage and spectrum (I= 40 Hz) 
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Fig 20 : Phase current and spectrum (f = 40 Hz, No load ) 

constant frequency ( carrier based) PWM techniques. A low 
amplitude spread spectruin harmonic profile is observed for 
the PWM outputs, for the proposed study. This is because of 
the abscnce of any costant carrier frequency based switching 
and the proposed scheme works with a switching frequency 
variation ( confined to a scctor and is repeated in all the six 

5. Conclusion 
A simple multi axis current controller is proposed in this 
paper. The current controller is based on hysteresis 
comparators and simple look up tables for the inverter 
switching. Only adjacent vectors are always chosen, for any 
possible value of motor space phasor voltage ( y m )  , in a 
sector, for variable speed operation. Thus the number of 
inverter switchings , for a cycle of operation, is always less 
when compared to any other current hysteresis controllers. 
The sector selection is simple , and is achieved by a set of 
three hysteresis comparators along the three orthogonal axes ( 
jA, jB, jC). The motor back emf computation is not required 
(xm ), and the proposed scheme is self adapting, for any 
possible amplitudc and position of the machine voltage space 
phasor, for optimum P W M  switching. All the advantages of 
the conventional current hysteresis controllers, as regards to 
quick response and simple implementation, are retained in 
the proposed scheme. 
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ADuendix 
Induction motor drive swcifications (for simulation study) 
3 phase, 400Vms, JOHz, 4 pole. 

Lrt = 0.03756H Nominal drive torque is 10 N.m, J = 0.1, 
/ 

B = 0.01, AI = 20Amp, AI = 22Amp. 

Rs = 0.19Q Rr = 0.1258, M = 0.0369H, L, = 0.0385 lH, 


